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The flow of a current through an inhomogeneous plasma is considered under conditions when the 
electron mean free path considerably exceeds the characteristic inhomogeneity dimensions. It is 
shown that the presence of a large number of captured electrons leads to a strong increase of the 
ohmic resistance, compared with the case of a homogeneous plasma. The effective conductivity is 
calculated by simultaneously taking into account electron-electron and electron-hole collisions. The 
spatial distribution of the electric field applied to the plasma is found. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE theory of ohmic resistance of a fully ionized ho
mogeneous plasma has been developed by now in great 
detail (see the review[ 1' 2 l). In the case of a Lorentz 
plasma the conductivity can be readily obtained analyti
cally, and the use of numerical methods makes it possi
ble to take into account also the effect of electron
electron collisions. 

There is a well known theoretical deduction that the 
conductivity of a fully ionized plasma does not depend 
on its concentration. This means, in particular, that if 
the plasma density is not homogeneous in the direction 
of the external electric field, then the current in the 
plasma does not depend on the value of the inhomo
geneity. 

The latter statement is valid, however, only if the 
scale of the inhomogeneity L is large compared with 
the mean free path .\. As to the inverse limiting case 

(1) 

Insofar as we know, it has not been considered in detail 
to this day. We investigate it in the present paper. 

We assume that the plasma concentration varies 
periodically along the z axis (with period 2L), and the 
constant electric field applied to the plasma is parallel 
to this axis. As to the external magnetic field, if it does 
exist at all, we assume that it is homogeneous and also 
directed along the z axis. Such a formulation of the 
problem corresponds well, for example, to many experi
ments on Joule heating of the plasma in toroidal sys
tems (see, in particular, [ 3 l). The extension of our re
sults to the case when the plasma concentration is not a 
periodic function of the coordinate does not entail funda
mental difficulties, but the corresponding calculations 
become too cumbersome. We shall therefore dwell be
low only on a study of the periodic problem. Further, 
we confine ourselves to an investigation of the steady 
state of the plasma, assuming the current to be sta
tionary, a valid assumption only if the concentration 
profile is stationary. 

In fact, under the influence of the pressure gradient 
connected with the inhomogeneity of the plasma, the 
concentration profile will vary, and the time scale of 
this process is equal approximately to Lv'i1(M/m) 112, 

where VT is the thermal velocity of the electrons, and 
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m and M are respectively the masses of the electron 
and of the ion. But since the transient time of the cur
rent is of the same order of magnitude as the recipro
cal of electron-ion collision frequency v- 1 - .\/vT, then 
we can calculate the current under the condition 

(2) 

which we assume to be satisfied, by regarding the con
centration distribution as given. By combining inequal
ities (1) and (2) we obtain the following conditions for 
the applicability of the results presented below: 

(3) 

These inequalities will be made more precise in Sec. 7. 
The influence of the inhomogeneities of the plasma 

on its resistance is connected with the presence in the 
plasma of a polarization electric current which balances 
the electron-pressure gradient. The potential of this 
field cp(z) can be connected with the plasma density 
n(z) by the quasi-neutrality condition, 1 ) assuming that 
the electrons in the equilibrium state have a Boltzmann 
distribution with a temperature T: 

T n(z) 
<p(z)=-ln-. 

e nma:r 

(4) 

The arbitrary constant in formula (4) is chosen from 
the condition that the potential vanish where the plasma 
concentration is maximal (n = nmax>· The functions 
n(z) and 1/J(z) = -ecp(z)/2m, and the phase trajectories 
of the electrons moving in the polarization electric field, 
are shown in Fig. 1. 

If the longitudinal energy of the particle mv~1 /2- ecp 
is smaller than the depth of the potential well 
T ln (nmax/nmin>, then the particle executes a finite 
motion between two neighboring peaks of the potential, 
corresponding to a closed trajectory on the phase plane 
(captured electrons). The motion of particles with large 
longitudinal energy (mv~1 /2- ecp > T ln (nmax/nminll 
is infinite, and the corresponding phase trajectories are 
not closed. Such particles will henceforth be called 
transiting particles. In a plasma with small inhomo
geneity scale (L << VT/v) the contribution to the cur
rent is made, obviously, only by transiting electrons, 

llin any real situation, L greatly exceeds the Debye radius. 
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FIG. 1. a-Profile of plasma density n(z); b-distribution of the po
tential of the polarization electric field; c-trajectories of electrons in 
the phase plane (z, v11): !-free particle, 2-captured particles. 

since the effective conductivity of the plasma should be 
smaller than in the case of a plasma with a large inho
mogeneity scale. This circumstance was noted already 
by KadomtsevY'J We mention also the work by Barkhu
darov et al., [ 5 J. in which certain calculations were made 
pertaining to a weakly inhomogeneous plasma I nmax 
- nmin I<< nmax· 

It should be noted that the longitudinal energy is no 
longer an integral of motion when account is taken of 
the collisions, and it is impossible to distinguish clear
ly between transiting and captured particles, since the 
boundary between them in phase space becomes smeared 
out. However, since the thickness of the corresponding 
transition layer is proportional to (vL/vT) 112 (see 
Sec. 3), it follows that in the case of a small inhomo
geneity scale the subdivision of the particles into trans
iting and captured is still meaningful to some degree. 
To the contrary, in the case of a large inhomogeneity 
scale (vL/vT >> 1), the very concept of the transition 
layer becomes meaningless (since this layer becomes 
too thick), and all the particles take part in the current 
transport. 

The main purpose of our investigation is to calculate 
the effective conductivity of the plasma 

• 2L l'l CJ=~J, 

where j is the current density and t:.cp is the potential 
difference of the external electric field over a length 
2L. In Sec. 2 below, on the basis of qualitative consid
eration, we obtain an estimate for if" neglecting elec
tron-electron collisions21 (the so-called Lorentz plas
ma). A quantitative analysis of the problem of conduc
tivity of an inhomogeneous Lorentz plasma is based on 
the use of the kinetic equation, which in a spherical co
ordinate system (v, (}, cp) with polar axis directed along 
z, takes the form 

2>Such an approximation is of methodological interest and, in ad
dition, results in good accuracy in the calculation of the conductivity 
of a plasma with multiply charged ions. 

at aj e [ aqJ ] ( aj sin a at) -+vcos6-+- --E(z) -cose----at {)z m az av v ae 
v(v,z) a . at 

= sine ae sme ae' (5) 

where E(z) is the additional to the polarization electric 
field, due to the potential difference t:.cp. In Eq. (5) we 
took into account only the scattering of the electrons by 
ions, neglecting the change of the electron energy in the 
collisions (since it is proportional to the ratio m/M). 
With the aid of this equation we obtain in Sec. 3 the elec
tron distribution function in the presence of a small ex
ternal electric field applied to the plasma. In Sec. 4 we 
calculate the effective conductivity of a Lorentz plasma. 
The distribution of the external electric field is ob
tained in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6 we show that in the case when 
the plasma density is modulated sufficiently strongly 
(nmax >> nmin> we can obtain an analytic expression 
for the effective conductivity by taking simultaneous ac
count of electron-electron and electron-ion collisions, 
and we present the corresponding calculations. In Sec. 7 
we refine the conditions for applicability of the results. 

2. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

In the stationary state, the momentum acquired by 
the transiting electrons in an external electric field 
should be equal to the momentu.m lost as a result of 
collisions. This makes it possible to estimate the plas
ma conductivity. 

At the point z = -L, where all the electrons are 
transiting, the density of their momentum can be ex
pressed by 

(6) 

where u is the current velocity of the electrons at this 
point. 

Recognizing that the characteristic velocity of the 
transiting electrons at the point z = -L is equal to VT, 
we can find the momentum acquired by such electrons 
within the inhomogeneity period: 

(7) 

On the other hand, the same quantity should be equal to 
the momentum transferred to the ions by collisions: 

M1'=9' J v"(z) v~:). (8) 
-L 

Here v(z) = (vT + l/J(L) -lfJ{z)) 11 2 is the velocity of the 
transiting electron at the point z, and v* {z) is the ef
fective collision frequency (which differs, as we shall 
presently show, from the quantity v in Eq. {5)). 

The spread of the distribution function of the transit
ing electrons with respect to the angle (} varies along z. 
Its order of magnitude is 

.M(z) ~ vT / v(z). 

Since the collision integral in the kinetic equation (5) 
contains two differentiations with respect to !J, we get 

v• (z) = v(z) I a()2(z), (9) 

where v(z) can be written in the form 
n(z) ( vT )a v(z)= Vmax-- -- , 
nmax v(z) (10) 
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with Vmax = v(vT, 0). 
We now obtain in accordance with the determination 

of the effective conductivity, with the aid of formulas 
{6)-{10), the following estimate: 

rfA• ~ r1A·2L [ f (~)2 n(z)dz ]-1 = r1A2L [ JL !l(z)dz ]-1 {11) 
-~ v(z) nmin -I.1+In 11(z) 

Here a A is the conductivity of a homogeneous Lorentz 
plasma, and tJ.(z) = n{z)/nmin· 

Greatest interest attaches to the case of a strongly 
inhomogeneous plasma ( fJ.max = nmax/nmin >> 1), for 
it is precisely in this case that the effective conductivity 
differs significantly from a A· The main contribution to 
the integral in {11) is then made by the region of values 
of z in which fJ. ~ fJ.max, so that 

I. 

f 11(z)dz ~ 2L !lmax . 

-!.1 +In !l(Z) In !lmax 

The corresponding estimates will be carried out more 
rigorously in Sec. 4. 

Finally, for the conductivity of a strongly inhomo
geneous Lorentz plasma we get 

(12) 

i.e., the inhomogeneity of the plasma in the case 
(vL/vT) << 1 indeed leads to a noticeable decrease of 
the conductivity. 

3. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IN A 
LORENTZ PLASMA 

Assuming the external field applied to the plasma to 
be sufficiently small, we consider the linear problem. 
In the linear approximation, the deviation of of the dis
tribution function from the equilibrium value satisfies 
the equation 

vcose8{)j _::._a~, (cose 861 - sine 861 )=-"-!..siae 861 
i)z 2 a;; U>J v 88 sine 88 88 

eE 8/o (13) 
+-;;-cos e Tv' 

..p(z) = -2etp(z) / m, 

where f0 is the equilibrium distribution function, which 
depends only on the total energy, f0 = f0 [v2 + 1/J{z)]. 

Instead of one equation (13) it is more convenient to 
deal with a system of equations for the functions p and 
q, which represent, respectively, the even and odd 
parts (in terms of vII = v cos (}) of the function of: 

p= 1MO/(cos8) +6/(-cos8)), q= 112(0f(cos8) -6/(-cosB)]. 

The first of them determines the plasma density and the 
second the current. In the equations for p and q we 
change over to new variables E = v2 + 1/J{z) and E 1 
= v2 sin2 1}, which represent the integrals of motion in 
the absence of collisions and in the absence of the elec
tric field E{z) 

8q 8 ' 8p 
-=4v(e,z)-e.J..r1•-, 
8z 8e.1.. 8e.1.. 

8p 8 , 8q e 8/o 
-=4v(e,z)-e.J..r'•-+2-E-, 
8z 8e.1.. ile.1.. m ile 

(14) 

(15) 

where r = r(e, E1 1 z) = E - E 1 -1/J{z). We shall use be
low also the symbol s = s(e, E 1 ) = E - E 1- 1/Jmax· 

The system (14) and (15) must be supplemented also 

with boundary conditions. For the transiting particles, 
the functions p and q depend periodically on z with a 
period equal to the period of the inhomogeneity, i.e., 

p(L) = p(-L), q(L) = q(-L) for s(e, e.1..) > 0. (16) 

The boundary conditions for the trapped particles are 
imposed at the turning points (r(e, E 1 , z) = 0), where 
the velocity of these particles is directed across the 
electric field, i.e., cos (} = 0. Inasmuch as p is an 
even function of cos (} and q is an odd function, we 
must stipulate 

8p I -- -0 
ilcose cos6=0-' 

ql cos e=o= 0 

or in terms of the variables E and E 1 , 

lim r'" !!.._ = 0 
B..L -+B-'IJ!{z) iJBJ.. ' 

q l• .J..f=&-'i>(z) = 0. (17) 

The electric field E is not assumed to be given; it is 
itself determined during solution of the problem, and 
must satisfy the following two conditions 

E(L)=E(-L), 
L 

fEdz= -~q>. 
-L 

We assume for simplicity that the concentration of 
the ions n{z), and with it also the potential 1/J, are even 
functions of z. It is clear that in this case q and E 
must also be even functions of z, and p an odd function. 
It therefore suffices to consider Eqs. (14) and (15) only 
in the interval 0 s z s L, and stipulate besides the 
boundary conditions (16) and (17) 

8q I Plz=o=O, - =0. 
8z Z=O 

(18) 

We seek the solution of the system (14) and (15) with 
boundary conditions (16)-{18) by expanding them in 
powers of the small parameter vL/vT. We first con
sider the region 1 (see Fig. 1) of phase space, corre
sponding to transiting particles. From physical consid
erations it is clear that when the collision frequency v 
tends to zero, the current, and consequently the func
tion q, becomes infinite, while the function p, which 
determines the correction to the plasma density, re
mains finite. It is also easy to show formally that the 
expansions for p and q in region 1 are the form 

Substitution of these expressions in (14) yields in the 
first approximation aq/az = 0. The dependence of q on 
E and E 1 can be obtained from Eq. (15) by integrating 
this equation with respect to z from z = 0 to z = L. By 
virtue of the boundary conditions, the left side of the ob
tained relation turns out to be equal to zero, and we ob
tain finally for q 

<J. L 
e~<p 8/0 \ , [~' ,1, , ]-1 q = 4iY! as J deJ. J vr (e, BJ., z)dz + Ct(e). 

~-~!.~max o 

(19) 

s(e, B.J..) > 0. 

The question of the integration constant C1 in this 
formula will be clarified later. The function p does not 
depend on this constant and is determined by Eq. (15) 
with allowance for the first of the conditions (18): 
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• 
z J vr\12 dz' 

P = ~ ofo JE dz' + e~qJ ofo _!_ 8 .L _ 0 __ _ 
1 s(s1 E.L) > 0. 

m oe 0 m oe OB_L L 

Jvr'l•dz' 

(20) 

0 

The functions p and q have entirely different forms in 
region 2 which corresponds to the captured particles. 
These particles cannot participate in the transport of 
the current, and it is therefore natural to assume that 

q=O (21) 

when s(E, E 1 ) < 0. We then get from (15) 

2e ofo s' p=-- Edz+C2(B1 e.L) 1 
m ae 0 

s(e1 e.L) < 0. (22) 

Since p is an odd function, we find that C2(E, E 1 ) = 0. 
It can be shown that in the general case, when the dis
tribution of the concentration is not an even function of 
z, the constant C2 must be determined from the condi
tion 

z,(e) •-.P(z) 

J dz J pr'" de.L = 01 

Zt(2) 0 

Where the limit of integration is determined by the re
lations 

Zl = -L1 Z2 = L for 11 -li'max > 01 

11 -ljl(zi,2) = 0 for 11- '\jlmax < 0. 

The foregoing solution (formulas (19) -(22)) satisfies 
all the boundary conditions for arbitrary C1(E). This 
quantity can be determined by joining together the solu
tions (19), (20) and (21), (22) on the boundary between 
the regions 1 and 2. In fact as we have already men
tioned, the collisions smear out this boundary. Since 
the collision integral in the kinetic equation (5) has a 
Fokker-Planck form, the thickness of the transition 
layer satisfies the relation 1i ~ ,/1 2 (more accurately, 
1i ~ vT (vL/vT) 112 ). In the transition layer itself for
mulas (19) -(22) are not suitable: the small parameter 
of the problem, which is equal to the product of the 
collision frequency by the transit time of the electron 
through the potential well, cannot be used here (in view 
of the fact that the transit time diverges logarithmically 
on approaching the transition layer). As a result the 
problem reduces to joining the approximate solutions on 
both sides of the layer. We note that a similar problem 
was considered in [ 6 ' 71 , devoted to the collision damp
ing of a monochromatic Langmuir wave of finite ampli
tude. 

In order to carry out the indicated joining, we first 
compare the orders of magnitude of p and q in the 
transition layer with the aid of Eq. (14): q ~ vp/6 2 ~ p. 
Further, integrating (15) with respect to E 1 , we canes
timate p in the layer from the known values of the de
rivative aq/aE 1 on its boundaries, where formulas (19) 
and (21) hold true: 

p ~ .:::._ (!:l...\ - !:i._l ) ~ v-'t. (23) 
6 aBJ_ e ...L=8-'$max+6 BB_L B J__'==B-,Pmax-6 • 

The fact that in the transition layer q ~ v- 1 / 2 , and con
sequently is much smaller than in region 1, makes it 
possible to write down, accurate to terms of order 
(vL/vT) 112, the sought joining condition in the form 
q = 0 when s(E, E1 ) = 0, i.e., to put C1(E) = 0. Finally, 

p and q are given by formulas (19) and (20) with C1 = 0 
in region 1 and by formulas (21) and (22) with C2 = 0 in 
region 2. 

4. CONDUCTIVITY OF THE INHOMOGENEOUS 
LORENTZ PLASMA 

The obtained electron distribution function makes it 
possible to calculate the current density and to deter
mine the effective conductivity of the plasma. The cur
rent density is connected with the function q by the re
lation 

~ &-'I> 

j =-en J de J de.Lq. 
'I> 0 

(24) 

The contribution made to the integral (24) by the transi
tion layer is small compared with the current of the 
transiting particles (the former is proportional to v-1 ; 2 , 

whereas the latter is proportional to v- 1). Since further
more q = 0 when E 1 > E - 1/Jmai., the current is deter
mined completely by the transiting electrons: 

If the time intervals from the instant of turning on 
the electric field are not too large, then the initial dis
tribution does not have time to become "spoiled" no
ticeably as a result of Joule heating, and therefore we 
can regard f0 , with sufficient accuracy as a Maxwellian 
distribution function. Substituting in (25) the explicit 
expressions for f0 and 1/J, and taking into account the 
definition of the effective conductivity, we obtain 

L .. • L (6 +I )''• -1 

oA'=oA8 [e-<ds[TJd1J [~11 ~:In:)~' az] I (26) 

where a A is the conductivity of the homogeneous Lo
rentz plasma, and ~ and 11 are dimensionless variables 
defined by the equations ~ = (E -1/Jmax)/vT and 11 
= Edv~. Formula (26) solves the problem of the effec
tive conductivity of a Lorentz plasma with a small in
homogeneity scale (L << vT/v). 

In the most interesting case of a strongly inhomo
geneous plasma ( JJ.max >> 1), formula (26) can be 
greatly simplified. To this end it should be noted that 
the main contribution to a A_ is made by the region ~. 17 
~ 1. At these values of ~ and 11 it is easy to obtain the 
following asymptotic (in the parameter JJ.max) repre
sentation of the integral with respect to z in (26): 

SL (6-TJ +Infl)''• j1L 
)1 , dz~--, 

0 (6+Infl)" lnflmax 

f L 

[1=-J fldZ. 
Lo 

The last result is valid only for sufficiently smooth 
concentration distributions, such that "jj. ~ JJ.max. 

Finally, for the conductivity of a strongly inhomo
geneous Lorentz plasma with a small inhomogeneity 
scale, we obtain 

(27) 

5, DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRIC FIELD 

In order to find the distribution of the electric field, 
it is necessary to use the quasineutrality condition 
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.. ...... 
{Jn = :rt J de J pr-'1• de.L = 0. (28) 

"' 0 

The function p, which enters in this condition, is not 
known in the region of the transition layer (I s(e, e: 1) I 
~ 15). On the other hand, as seen from the estimates 
in Sec. 3, the contribution from this region is not small 
compared with the contribution from the remaining part 
of the phase space. Nonetheless, at points not too close 
to the minima of the concentration, namely where 

(vL)'" (29) I1P(z)-1Jlmaxl>ll~v.2 --;; , 

the integral in relation (28) can be calculated. To this 
end it is convenient to separate in explicit manner the 
contribution to it from the transition layer: 

6n oa £-'IImas-« co ,_,mu~+« 

--:;; = J de J pr-'1• de.L + J de J pr-'1• de.L 
'~>m .. -1<1< 0 '~>moz-1<1< &-111m .. -« 

co e-'llt 111mas-« 8-tJI 

+ J de J pr-'1• de.L + J de J pr-'1• de.L, (30) 
• mtu:f« e-1Pmax+« , 

where the quantity a in the integration limits is chosen 
from the conditions 

11..::: a..:;: min {v.2, I1P(z) - 'l'maxl}. (31) 

Such a choice of a is always possible if condition (29) 
holds. The first term in (30) corresponds to transiting 
particles, the second to the transition layer, W" 'i the last 
two to captured particles. Bearing in mind the second 
of the conditions (31), we can write for the value of e:1 
in the expression for r(e:, e: 1 , z) simply E- Emax when 
calculating the integral over the transition layer: 

J pr'hde.L=(1Jlmax-1Jl)-'1• J p de.L. 
e-'lflmax-« e-"'nu:u:-« 

With the same accuracy we get from (15) 

When the first inequality of (31) is satisfied, the values 
of the derivative aq /a e: 1 at the integration limits can 
be regarded as known, since formulas (19) and (21) can 
be used for their calculation. Therefore 

z 

£-'11max+« S v(1Jlmax -"ljl) 'Is dz' 

S eL\<p iJfo 0 
p de.L =-----(8 -'llmax)-------

m iJe L 
e-'lflmax-a s 

V ('l'max .:__ 1Jl} 'I• dz' 
0 

The sought contribution to the density from the particles 
of the layers is equal to the integral of this expression 
with respect to E. Since the relating integrals in (30) 
converge when a -0, we put in them a = 0, substitute 
formulas (20) and (21), and obtain as a result 

E(z)= L\<p ~ [ ( j iJfo (e- 1j1) '!.de )-1 

8 iJz >!> iJe 
OG e-,P {) iJj max z L 32 

X f de-0 f e.Ls-'hde.L f vr'hdz' j Jvr'l•dz' ]· 
"' iJe o o o max 

This result, which is valid for any value of IJ.max, can 
be greatly simplified in the case of a strongly inhomo-

geneous plasma with a Maxwellian distribution function 
f0 , by replacing the integrals in formula (32) by their 
asymptotic expressions, in analogy with the procedure 
used in Sec. 4: 

L\ a • 
E=___;L-{1-1-1 I f1-1dz') [ (ln~-t)-'1•+2(ln~-t)'l• 

2l'nLp, iJz ". 0 

-2 je-x(x+In~-t)'l•dx]}. (33) 
0 

The limits of applicability of formulas (32) and (33) are 
given by the condition (29), which can also be trans
formed as applied to the case of a strongly inhomo
geneous plasma: 

lz-LI >a~ LJ-1,;;-1~ (vL/v.)'l•. 

The most interesting circumstance that must be noted 
here is that formula (32) yields, in the region of its ap
plicability, an electric field of sign opposite to the ap
plied field, with 

L-a •1 I ~ E dz I ~ I L\<p I ( :~ )' . 
Since the total potential difference t:.qJ on the period is 
specified, this means that in a narrow vicinity of the 
concentration minimum I z - L I .!:. a there is a potential 
drop on the order of t:.qJ(vT/vL) 114 , and the electric 
field here can then be estimated as follows: 

L\<p ( vL) -'I• .L\<p ( v. ) 'I• 
E~-- ~- -JLmax · 

a v. L vL 

The distribution of the applied field is illustrated quali
tatively in Fig. 2. 

FIG. 2. Qualitative form of distribu
tion of external electric field. 

6. ALLOWANCE FOR ELECTRON-ELECTRON 
COLLISIONS 

z 

In the preceding sections, in determining the electric 
conductivity, the plasma was assumed to be of the Lo
rentz type. We consider below the influence exerted on 
the conductivity of electron-electron collisions. It is 
convenient here to represent the correction of to the 
unperturbed (Maxwellian) distribution function f0 in the 
form 

II/= /olfl, 

where 4> is a new unknown function. The electron
electron collision integral is expressed in terms of 4> 
as follows: 

St..ll/=-v(v,z)n(z) ( mv) 3_!__f exp{-~(v2+v'2)} 
2nT iJvp 2T 

X [iJifJ(v',z) 
iJva' 

iJifJ(v, z)] U d3 ' 
iJv" ap V, 

(34) 
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U~=Va.- Vu.1. 

In a homogeneous plasma, the kinetic equation for 
finding the distribution function with allowance for 
electron-electron collisions turns out to be an integra
differential equation, and greatly complicates the prob
lem. In an inhomogeneous plasma with J..Lmax >> 1, the 
situation is much simpler. Indeed, it is seen from (34) 
that the collision integral is proportional to the plasma 
density and consequently it can be assumed that on pass
ing through the interval [ -L, L] the electron experi
ences collisions only over the potential well, where the 
plasma density is of the order of nmax· In this region, 
the concentration ratio of the transiting and captured 
electrons is approximately equal to J..L~ax << 1, so that 
the collisions between the transiting electrons can be 
neglected. This circumstance makes it possible to neg
lect the terms a.P (v', z)/av~ in the collision integral 
for the transiting particles. The simplified collision in
tegral obtained in this manner can be transformed into 

v(v,z) { 1 iJ iJ<ll .!l>ee iJ . iJtll 
St..=--v8fo --v2.!l>vv--+----sm6-

n(z) v2 iJv iJv v2 sin 6 iJ6 iJ6 

- !!!:....v.!l>vv iJ<ll}, 
T iJv 

where 

.!l>vv= 1v2 Jio(v')vpvyUII"I d3v', .!l>ee=4- J /o(v') [ Upp- V~y Upy] d3v'. 

In the region where the collisions of the transiting elec
trons are significant (n ~ nmax), their velocity v 
~ VT (ln J..Lmax) 112 greatly exceeds the average velocity 
v' of the captured electrons, which is of the same order 
of magnitude as VT• Therefore in calculating !l) vv and 
.!l>99 we can confine ourselves to the principal terms of 
the expansion in the parameter v' /v ~ (ln J..Lmax) - 1; 2 • 

Omitting the simple intermediate steps, we present 
here only the final result: 

T 
.!l>vv=2n-3 , 

mv 
.!l>ee=.!!... . 

v 

In analogy with the procedure in Sec. 3, we represent 
.P in the form of a sum of functions p and q which are 
even and odd in cos e, respectively, change over to the 
variables z, E:, and E: 1 , and write down the system of 
equations for the determination of p and q: 

8q ~ 
-=Il'p, 
iJz 

iJp ~ e 
-=Il'q--E, 
iJz T 

the linear operator !e is defined by the relation 

(35) 

(36) 

The principal term of the expansion of q in powers of 
vL/vT, as seen from (35), does not depend on z and can 
be determined from the expression (36) averaged over 
the coordinate: 

Replacing the integrals with respect to z in the formula 

for J L !£ dz by their asymptotic expansions at J..L max 
-L 

>> 1 (see Sec. 4), we obtain the final expression for the 
function q, which is valid accurate to terms of order 
(ln J..Lmax)-1: 

e~<p I-Imas iJ2q 2T iJ2q 4e.L iJ2q 
--::T--'-.... In l11114x = 2e.L -0· 2 + --0 2 + -I---8 0 8 VT'YmaxL Jl B.L m B n !!mas 8 E.L 

+2~- 8q. 
OB.L 08 

It is easy to find a solution of this equation, finite at 
E: 1 - 0, and satisfying the joining condition 

qiE: -E:l = 1/Jmax = O: 

q e~<p llmax In !!masS ( E, 8.L). 
24TVT'YmaxL 11 

Substituting the obtained expression in (24), we can 
determine the current and the effective conductivity 
cr • of a strongly inhomogeneous plasma. The value of 
the electric conductivity calculated with allowance for 
the electron-electron collisions turns out to be one 
third as large as the Lorentz-plasma conductivity ob
tained in Sec. 4: 

Bearing in mind that the conductivity cr of a homogene
ous plasma, calculated with allowance for electron
electron collisions, amounts to 0,57 of cr A• the last for
mula can be also written in the form 

a* = 0.073 oj1-1 ln llmax· 

It is interesting to note that in an inhomogeneous 
plasma a finite conductivity arises even when account 
is taken of only the electron-electron collisions, and 
amounts in this case to cr A_/2. 

7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In this section we shall trace the variation of the 
conductivity of an inhomogeneous plasma with increas
ing scale of its inhomogeneity, and also refine the lim
its of applicability of the results obtained above . 

The exact solution of the problem of conductivity of 
an inhomogeneous plasma can be obtained in two limit
ing cases: L >> VT/v (large-scale inhomogeneity) and 
L << vT/v (small-scale inhomogeneity). For the re
maining values of L we used qualitative considerations. 

Let us ascertain first the variation of the number of 
particles taking part in the current transport with 
changing L. We start with the case of small L, when 
the current is carried only by the transiting electrons. 
Their scatter with respect to E: 1 does not depend on z 
and is equal to vT. It is clear that the very concept of 
the transiting particles is meaningful only in the case 
when the variation of the transverse energy of the 
transiting electron, due to collisions during the time of 
its motion over one period of the inhomogeneity, is 
small compared with T. It is easy to write down the 
corresponding estimate by using the collision frequency 
v* introduced in Sec. 2, which represents the reciprocal 
time needed for E: 1 to change by an amount of the order 
of vT: 

SL • dz. 1 v--<. 
-L v(z) 
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We see therefore that the criterion for the applicability 
of the results pertaining to a plasma with a small inho
mogeneity scale is the following inequality: 

L~~~ll~max, 'Vmax 
Vmax 

With increasing L, this inequality no longer holds, and 
when L ~ (vT/vmax) ln J.l.max it is no longer possible 
to separate the transiting particles from the transition 
layer: both types of particles make approximately equal 
contributions to the current. 

As to the captured particles, when 
v. 

L ~ --ln~max 
Vmax 

only a small fraction of these particles still participates 
in the current. Indeed, if 

L v· dz 
S-~1 v (z) ' 
-L 

then the collisions have time to change the transverse 
energy of the electron during one period of its motion 
by only an amount T, whereas the scatter of these par
ticles with respect to E 1 , owing to the large depth of 
the potential well, is obviously equal to vT ln J.l.max· In 
order for all of them to be able to carry current, it is 
neeessary to stipulate 

SLv"' dz 2 
--~ ln ~max· 

-L v(z) 

The corresponding limitation on L is 

L~~(ln~max) 2• 
Vmax 

(37) 

It is precisely in the sense of this inequality that one 
must understand the statement that the inhomogeneity 
bec:omes large-scale. Satisfaction of the condition (37) 
makes it possible to use for the conductivity calcula
tion the formulas obtained for a homogeneous plasma. 

The foregoing considerations explain qualitatively 
the dependence of a* on L shown in Fig. 3. At small L 
( vmaxL/vT << ln J.l.max) the effective conductivity is 

FIG. 3. Plot of a* /a against the inhomogeneity scale L. 

determined by the transiting particles and is independ
ent of L up to L ~ VT ln J.l.max/vmax. In the interme
diate region ln J.l.max << VmaxL/vT << (ln J.l.max )2 the 
conductivity increases in proportion to the number of 
particles that carry current, from a* = 0.073 a /l- 1 

X ln J.l.max to a* ~a, which is reached when L 
~ vT(ln J.l.max )2 /vmax. Further increase of L cannot 
lead to an increase of a* , for when L 
it VT(ln J.l.max )2/vmax all the electrons take part in the 
transport of the current. 
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